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“All of the above described and herein conveyed
land is lease-land, subject to an annual rental to
the Town of Cambridge.”
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Suppose you were searching the chain of title for a property you own in Cambridge, and
you found this language in an early deed. What does it mean?
Whatever it means, it is surely ancient language, right? It cannot have much relevance for
today, can it?
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“All of the above described and herein conveyed
land is lease-land, subject to an annual rental to
the Town of Cambridge.”
Town of Cambridge Land Records
Volume 45 Page 528
August 22, 1969
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Not so fast.
This language is only 50 years old – 1969.
And this language can have a great deal of relevance today. A title insurance company is
likely to consider this language a title defect, and a bank may refuse to lend money against
this property as collateral.
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What we’ll cover
• Origin of lease land
• Example lease payments in Cambridge
• The law pertaining to lease land
• Where is it in Cambridge?
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There is much we don’t know. But we’ll share what we have learned.
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It all started with
Benning Wentworth
• Colonial governor of New Hampshire
• Governor for 25 years: 1741–1766
Øbefore the American Revolution

• Issued about 130 town charters in
the New Hampshire Grants – now
Vermont
• Included public shares of land to be
set aside
Image credit: Wikipedia, public domain
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It all started with Benning Wentworth. He was the colonial governor of New Hampshire for
25 years – from 1741 to 1766. In other words, before the American Revolution.
Benning Wentworth issued about 130 town charters in what was then called the New
Hampshire Grants, and is now Vermont. In each charter, he included public shares of land
to be set aside. The public shares were about 5% of the total land.
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The Republic of Vermont
continued the practice
• American Revolution 1775-1783
• Republic of Vermont 1777-1791
• Pictured: Thomas Chittenden, first
governor of the Republic of Vermont
• The Republic of Vermont continued to
issue town charters
• Also included public shares of land to
be set aside
Image credit: Wikipedia, public domain
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Two years after the American Revolution began in 1775, the independent Republic of
Vermont was formed in 1777. The new government of the Republic of Vermont continued
the practice of issuing town charters with public shares of land to be set aside.
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What is a public share of land?
• Publicly owned land subject to a perpetual lease
• The lease payments went to support church or school
• Lessees could trade the lease, but they did not “own” the land
• The purpose was to create a self-sustaining town
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Approximately half of Vermont
towns have Wentworth charters
(e.g., Underhill)
Approximately half of Vermont
towns have Vermont charters
(e.g., Cambridge)
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When discussing lease land in a Vermont town, the first thing to know is: Which kind of
town is it? Is it a town with a Wentworth charter? Or is it a town with a Vermont charter?
Because there are differences between the two types of charters pertaining to lease land.
Every town in Lamoille county has a Vermont charter, except Stowe which has a Wentworth
charter.
Every town in Chittenden county has a Wentworth charter.
The easy way to know if a town has a Wentworth charter or a Vermont charter is to check
the date of the charter. If it was 1766 or earlier, i.e., before the American Revolution, it’s a
Wentworth charter. If it was 1777 or later, it’s a Vermont charter.
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Wentworth charters

Vermont charters

1741-1766

1777-1791

• Church of England
(glebe land)
• Society for the Propagation
of the Gospel in Foreign
Parts (SPG)
• First settled minister
• A school in the town

• Seminary or college
• County grammar school
• English school in the town
• First settled minister
• Social worship of God
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The typical Wentworth charter had four categories of land set aside for public purposes.
The typical Vermont charter had five categories.
Before the American Revolution, the Church of England and the Society for the Propagation
of the Gospel in Foreign Parts (which was associated with the Church of England) were
favored. After the American Revolution began in 1775, the Church of England and the SPG
were NOT favored.
Note that the Wentworth charters included support for a school in the town, but not for
any schools outside of the town. In the Vermont charters, the seminary or college would
typically be outside the town. The county grammar school, basically a high school, would
also typically be outside the town. Only the English school, basically an elementary school,
was required to be in the town.
In the Vermont charters, the category for the “social worship of God” was understood to be
shared by any and all churches in the town.
These nine categories of land are what we now call lease lands in Vermont.
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The Vermont Lease Lands
by Walter Bogart, PhD
Professor of Political Science at
Middlebury College
Published in 1950
457 pages
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This book is the most comprehensive source of information about the history of lease lands
in Vermont, and it is the source of much of the information in this presentation, including
the map on slide 8. It includes discussion of legislation and court decisions relating to lease
land up to 1950.
This book originated in Walter Bogart’s PhD thesis at Stanford University in 1942.
Paper copies of this book are rare. Attorney Paul Gillies scanned the book.
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New Hampshire Doctrine
• Unlike Vermont, New Hampshire treated lease lands as
“property of the towns” that were “intended to aid the first
inhabitants” – that is, to create a self-sustaining town.
• NH towns have always been free to sell their lease land.
• The NH Supreme Court and the VT Supreme Court interpreted
the concept of lease land differently.
Source: The Vermont Lease Lands by Walter Bogart, pp. 135-138.
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The concept of lease land began in colonial New Hampshire, and continued in the Republic
of Vermont.
It is instructive to compare the treatment of lease land in the two states.
New Hampshire long ago allowed towns to sell their lease land. To our knowledge, lease
land is not an issue in New Hampshire today, as it is in Vermont.
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Two meanings of the word “charter”
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The word “charter” can have two different meanings.
A historic charter is what created the town.
A modern charter governs how the town operates today. This type of charter is sometimes
called a governance charter, and is found in Title 24 Appendix of the Vermont Statutes.
It is the historic charter that is relevant for this discussion. We need not discuss
governance charters to understand lease land. This slide is included only to hopefully avoid
confusion about the word “charter.”
A few words about governance charters before we return to the subject of lease lands:
Not all towns have a governance charter in Title 24 Appendix. If a town does not have a
governance charter, it operates under state law. If a town has a governance charter, it
operates under state law as modified by its charter. The Town of Cambridge does not have
a governance charter in Title 24 Appendix. The Town of Underhill does. Interestingly, the
Village of Cambridge has a governance charter in Title 24 Appendix.
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Lease rents were not large
• James & Charlotte Holden
• Cady Hill Road
• $0.28 in 1968
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Brad Holden provided this copy of a check that his parents wrote in 1968 for lease land on
Cady Hill Road in Cambridge.
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1968 Town Report
• Let’s take a look
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1968 Town Report
• Voila!
• James & Charlotte Holden $0.28
$38.78 Ministerial
$31.40 School
---------$70.18 total
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Even in total, lease land rents were not large. And they were not indexed for inflation.
Note the grouping between “Ministerial” and “School.”
A detail of Lease Land Rent payments like this appeared in the annual town report through
1986. The total of $70.18 appeared in the annual town report as income through 2012. See
next slide.
Questions:
Did Ministerial include both “First settled minister” and “Social worship of God”?
Did School include all three school categories?
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2012 Town Report
The total of $70.18 was listed as
income in the annual town
report through 2012.
(The Lease Land Rent detail, as
in the previous slide, was listed
in town reports through 1986.)
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Vermont Supreme Court
In a town with a Vermont charter,
income from a lot granted for the
support of the ministry “shall
henceforth become part of the
general revenue of the Town”.
• Mikell et al v. Town of Williston et al (1971)
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Separation of church and state has existed for a long time, but Vermont did not explicitly
deal with lease land rents for church purposes until this decision by the Vermont Supreme
Court in 1971.
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Vermont Supreme Court
Mineral rights generally remain
with the town, not the lessee.
• Jones v. Vermont Asbestos Corp. et al (1936)
• Galkin v. Town of Chester (1998)

Example: gravel. Maybe water?

Image credit: Wikipedia by Unknown Author licensed under CC-BY-SA
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Mineral rights could be important for some towns.
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Major changes in the law of lease lands
1937 – towns allowed to sell their interest in lease lands
24 V.S.A. § 2406

1967 – lease lands became subject to real estate tax
32 V.S.A. § 3610

2018 – towns may lose their rights in lease lands 1/1/2020
24 V.S.A. § 2409
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In 1937 the legislature allowed towns to sell their interest in lease lands. The impetus for
this change was the asbestos mine in Eden, which was on lease land. The town wished to
sell, and the Vermont Asbestos Corporation wished to buy, this property – but such a
transaction was not possible prior to this legislation.
In 1967 the legislature said that lease lands were subject to real estate taxes. Prior to that
time, lessees paid the lease payment, but not real estate taxes. This led to much concern
about lost tax revenues. This was one of the reasons that Walter Bogart wrote his book. It
is likely that his book contributed to this change in the law.
Over time, and especially after 1967, people forgot about lease land. Lease land has
become a topic of interest recently because title insurance companies and banks have
discovered the topic, and they don’t like it. In 2018 the legislature said that towns may take
affirmative action to retain ownership interest in lease land, but if they do not do so prior
to January 1, 2020, then fee simple title to the land will vest in the current lessee.
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Lotting Plan for Cambridge
• Original allocation of lots
• Landmarks: no roads, only rivers
• Three divisions
• Arrow shows 5 lease land categories
• 3 x 5 = 15 lease land lots
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A lotting plan shows the allocation of lots to the original proprietors. Typically there were
sixty or seventy (or so) original proprietors and three or four divisions of land. Here there
are three divisions, i.e., three columns of lot numbers.
A typical town was 6 miles by 6 miles, or 23,040 acres. A typical lot was 100 acres, so
perhaps 230 or so original lots in a typical town. Like many towns, Cambridge was not
completely typical.
Each of the five categories of lease land was allocated one lot in each of the three divisions,
for a total of 15 lots of lease land.
In future slides we’ll be talking about lot 63 in the second division, set aside to benefit the
County Grammar School.
The Vermont Secretary of State has an online database of lotting plans:
https://www.sec.state.vt.us/archives-records/state-archives/find-records/maps-andplans.aspx
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Fifteen lease land lots in Cambridge
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A magnified view.
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Fifteen lease land lots in Cambridge
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A further magnified view.
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Where are they?
• Scattered throughout the town
• Not prime riverbottom land
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This lotting plan shows the 15 lease land lots colored by hand.
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This map shows the 15 lease land lots matched with current SPAN numbers. Many of the
original lots have been subdivided over the years.
SPAN = School Property Account Number. It is used for identifying parcels for property tax
purposes.
Magnify or see next slide for credits.
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Map courtesy of the
Lamoille County Planning Commission
Thank you to Meghan Rodier
and Georgeana Little!
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Lot 63 in 2nd division, County Grammar School
SPAN 123-038-10497
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Lot 63 in the second division, set aside to benefit the County Grammar School, has
apparently never been subdivided or combined with other lands. It corresponds to SPAN
number 123-038-10497.
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Volume 12 Pages 99-102 – Feb. 25, 1845
Tr. La. Co. Gr. School
Lease To
Thomas Edwards

“This Indenture, made this 25th
day of February in the year of our
Lord Christ, One Thousand Eight
Hundred forty five Between The
Trustees of the Lamoille County
Grammer School of the one part
and Thomas Edwards of Cambridge
in the County of Lamoille and State
of Vermont of the other part…”
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In searching back through the chain of title for this property, in the Cambridge land records,
one eventually comes across this lease in 1845.
The document is a lease, not a deed.
Yes, the lease says “Grammer” not “Grammar.”
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Volume 12 Pages 99-102 – Feb. 25, 1845
“…being in the Town of Cambridge in the County of Lamoille viz Lot No. 63
in the 2nd Division supposed to contain One Hundred Acres more or less
being the Lot drawn in the 2nd division to the use of County Grammer
Schools. To have and to hold the said granted and demised premises unto
the said Edwards his executors administrators and assigns from the date
hereof as long as grass grows or water runs; yielding and paying therefor
yearly and every year, unto said Trustees, Six dollars on the first day of
January…”
“…to be paid unto the said Trustees the aforesaid yearly rent at Johnson in
the County of Lamoille…”
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Things to note:
•
•
•
•

It was Lot 63 in the 2nd division, containing 100 acres more or less.
It was a perpetual lease: “as long as grass grows or water runs.”
The annual lease payment was $6.
The County Grammer School was in Johnson.

There were additional provisions in the lease, not shown here, such as a reserve of 20 acres
as woodland.
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SPAN 123-038-10497
Grand List says 118.9 acres

This map shows the location of the lot on the side of the Sterling Range. The nearest road is
Wright Road, off Clif Reynolds Road. Current tax maps show the size of the lot as 118.9
acres.
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Additional research that could be done
• Compare original lease land per lotting plan and
LCPC map with the town report detail (slide 15)
• Any lease land in the areas added to Cambridge
from Sterling, Fairfax, Fletcher?
• How was the rental rate determined? Was there
an amount per acre? Same for church and school?
30
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What George, as one selectboard member,
would like to see:
• More information about the “inventory” of lease
lands in Cambridge.
• Public input on what the selectboard should do
regarding 24 V.S.A. § 2409 enacted in 2018.
Should the town retain its interest in lease lands?
• An article at town meeting?
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Regarding the first bullet: Perhaps someone associated with the Cambridge Historical
Society or attending tonight’s presentation would be interested in doing more research
about the inventory of lease lands in Cambridge?
Regarding the second and third bullets: Here’s a thought. Suppose the Cambridge
selectboard, prior to 12/31/19, votes to retain ownership of the perpetual lease lands in
town. Then at town meeting on 3/03/20 there is an article to relinquish the town’s interest
in the perpetual lease lands in town. In this way, the decision of whether to keep or
relinquish the town’s interest in the perpetual lease lands becomes a decision of the
people, not just the selectboard. This approach would work under 24 V.S.A. § 2409 (which
was added to state law by Act 152). What do people think of this approach?
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